Mountain Base

11/ inch thick

The Mountain Base is cut from a 1-inch thick piece of styrofoam that is 15.5 inches by 9.5 inches.

Directions:

Place this corner on the bottom left side of your styrofoam piece (front side up). Trace cutting line & cut off edge.

Cutting Line
Right side coastal plain
3/4" thick.

Left side coastal plain
3/4" thick

Place patterns on front side of styrofoam board.
(3)

Left side of piedmont.

\[\frac{3}{4}\text{" thick styrofoam board}\]

Right side of mountain range.

Place on narrow side of brown foam brick.
Pattern pieces:
- 5 x 6
- 5/8" - 1/4" thick
- Left side coastal plain:
- 3/8" - 1/4" thick